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Advertiser of the year! 

Research 
award 

DR ROY SPENCER, departmental 
director of the scientific services division, 
recendy made a £7,000 grant on behalf of 
the Sainsbury Charitable Fund, to 
London's St Thomas's Hospital Medical 
School for research. 

Representatives of the team who will 
use the grant, visited Stamford House to 
discuss details and meet Dr Spencer. 

The project is concerned with an 
important area of medicine related to 
foods, namely die reason individuals 
respond differently in their blood 
cholesterol levels to changes in diet. The 
study will make use of groups of twins-
identical and non-identical. 

The grant will be used towards the cost 
of the food necessary in the study and to 
help with laboratory expenses. 

A JS FIRST for '83! Campaign, the 
advertising industry's weekly publica
tion, recently announced: 'Its proven 
business acumen and the wit, colour and 
simplicity of its advertising make Sains-
bury's Campaign's first Advertiser of the 
Year. 

As a grocery retailer, Sainsbury's 
clearly cannot afford to ignore price in its 
advertising and it cleverly gets the 
message across with its Good food costs 
less at Sainsbury's theme. But the real 
strength of its ad style lies in its emphasis 
on quality. 

'The company splits its £3.6 million-plus 
account between three agencies—Saatchi 
and Saatchi handles TV and black and 
white press, Broadbents looks after local 
store openings, while the highly-acclaimed 
colour press advertising is with Abbott 

Mead Vickers SMS. All agree Sainsbury's 
is a demanding client but add that the 
client's management is also professional 
and interested.' 

Commented Peter Davis, assistant 
managing director, buying and marketing: 
'We have taken chances with our 
advertising and I believe that our being 
adventurous has paid off. 

'Some of our competitors have started 
to copy our approach, stressing quality as 
well as price, but whether or not it will 
work for them is impossible to say.' 

'Sainsbury's jealously guards its 
reputation for straightforward, honest 
trading' said Campaign in conclusion 
'and is one of only a handful of retailers 
who have been able to capitalise on a 
healthy reputation in their advertising 
stance.' 
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PROPERTY 

THE COMPANY has acquired a site 
earmarked for development in Chiswick. 
Plans for the 5.4 acres include a 57,000 sq 
ft supermarket, three sub-let units totalling 
around 5,700 sq ft and parking for 364 
cars. 

Oldham policy committee have given 
die go-ahead for a JS store in the town— 
with a total area of 50,000 sq ft and car 
parking for 400 vehicles. 

Approval has been given for a JS store 
with a sales area of 29,000 sq ft in 
Warrington. 

Homebase is seeking planning permis
sion for a store in Walthamstow. 

A 45,000 sq ft supermarket is to be 
built by JS in Luton on a five acre site 
near Bramingham Farm which is on the 
northern side of die town west of the A6. 

JS has submitted an application to 
Charnwood Borough council for permis
sion to build a store in Loughborough. 

The new JS store in Cromwell Road is 
making work necessary on the tube line 
underneath. Originally constructed in 

tiiree stages between 1957 and 1962, 
the Camberwell Curve section of die 
Circle and District tube line, is to be 
strengdiened to take the weight of the 
store being built on the site of the former 
West London Air Terminal. 

Disused property owned by JS in 
Swindon, and intended for redevelop
ment, was recendy used by the local fire 
brigade to carry out training in 'search 
and rescue' operations. 

The company has bought the 
Woolworth store in die High Street, 
Feltham, Middlesex. Next door to the 
JS store, this is one of the 'expendable' 
stores which Woolworth put up for sale 
before the Paternoster group launched its 
takeover. 

Parking arrangements at JS's new store 
at Epsom recendy came in for high praise, 
and fears about traffic congestion in the 
High Street, particularly during late night 
shopping, have proved unfounded. 
However, die car park is at the centre of a 
row about parking charges. The company 
is giving customers two hours free parking 
instead of charging diem 15p an hour as 
the council suggest. 

Other retailers fear that trade in the 
new town centre development, when it is 
-completed, will suffer as shoppers will 
have to pay die going hourly rate at die 
council run multi-storey car parks. 

In the meantime the JS scheme appears 
to be working well and it is intended to 
retain it. 



Above: Heads down in the syndicates. Right: Sir John Sainsbury and 
Roy Griffiths during the question and answer session. 

Senior management conference 
THE THIRD senior management 
conference was held in Eastbourne on 
January 16 and 17. 

Over 140 people, JS's top executives, 
met at the Grand Hotel for an intensive 
two days of presentations and syndicate 
discussions based around the theme of 
the perils of size. 

The conference was opened by the 
chairman, Sir John Sainsbury, and the 
first speaker was deputy chairman and 
managing director, Roy Griffiths, on the 
topic of 'managing in agrowing company'. 
Delegates then divided into syndicates, 
discussing some of the issues he had 
raised. 

A hectic first day was ended on a 
lighter note, with a group photograph 

being taken, before dinner and a speech 
by non-executive director, Sir James 
Spooner. 

Day two began at 8.30am sharp with 
the chairman introducing the second 
presentation concerning the maintenance 
and control of quality—of products, 
facilities and service. 

large 

Quality 
The presenters—assistant managing 

director, Peter Davis, Roy Griffiths, 
property and development director, 
Gurth Hoyer Millar and personnel 
director, Angus Clark then put forward 
the problems and challenges inseparable 

from quality control in 
organisation. 

This was followed by another syndicate 
session. 

The third presentation was introduced 
by finance director, David Sainsbury, 
with talks by retail division director, Joe 
Barnes, and distribution director, Len 
Payne, on the subject of security—both 
immediate and long term. 

Following a working lunch, a question 
and answer session was held in which 
questions from the floor were, in the main, 
answered by departmental directors. 

The conference came to a conclusion 
with a closing address by the chairman, 
who summarised its aims and achieve
ments. 

Above (I to r): Len Payne, Gurth Hoyer Millar, Angus Clark, Joe Barnes, Peter Davis and David Sainsbury. 



ftRANCH OPENINGS 
DESPITE CRISP winter weather on 
December 28, 1982, an almost over
whelming interest was shown in the 
opening of Homebase's new house and 
garden centre on Winchester Road, 
Basingstoke, Hampshire. 

It was only die fifth store to be opened 
by the joint JS and Belgian GB-INNOBM 
owned company since its formation in 
1979, but the crowds were more 
reminiscent of a normal JS opening! 

The Sainsbury association with 
Basingstoke began in 1964 with the 
opening of die company's largest distri
bution depot on the Houndsmill Estate. 

The first local JS supermarket opened 
in Queen Anne's Walk in 1968. A second 
supermarket opened at Brighton Hill in 
1980 and the first replaced by a bigger 
store in the Basingstoke Centre in 1981. 

The new Homebase has added a 
striking dimension to the Sainsbury 
shopping scene in the area. The JS 
reputation for high standards and quality 
are very much in evidence and all 
products and equipment, everything you 
need to build and maintain a house and 
garden, have been carefully chosen to 
give maximum service and value for 
money. 

The centre, a total of 57,000 sq ft, has 

surface level car parking for 200 cars, 
features a Laura Ashley concession, and 
its opening meant the creation of 65 new 
jobs for the area. 

A host of well-known faces were also 
on the scene to make die day an even 
more special event. 

Amongst those in attendance were Sir 
John (who opened die store) and Lady 
Sainsbury witii other members of the 
Sainsbury family; Homebase chairman 
and JS's property and development 
director, Gurth Hoyer Millar; Armand 
Van Roy, a GB director and Homebase 
director; Dino Adriano, Homebase 
general manager, and local dignitaries. 

Heading the Homebase team and 
supervising all activities and personnel 
on die shop floor is manager, Malcolm 
Unwin, previously deputy manager of 
Purley-Way, Croydon* Nursery and 
greenhouse manager is Phillip Griffiths 
and die departmental managers are 
Brian Jones, Michael McGlade and Roy 
Grant. 

Commented Gurth Hoyer Millar: 'The 
opening of this store strengthens 
Salisbury's association with expanding 
Basingstoke. We are pleased to extend the 
now famous JS traditions of attention to 
detail, value for money and quality of 
product in this new centre.' 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

Soups and starters 
SOUPS & STARTERS, Sainsbury's latest 
full-colour, hardback recipe book by 
Caroline Ellwood, promises to get all 
meals off to a good start! 

Giving a wide range of tempting 
appetisers, including hors d'oeuvre, pates, 
pasta and fish dishes, it will help make a 
success of every meal. 

Soups not only make inexpensive 
starters, but are ideal as winter 
warmers—a perfect snack when served 
with crusty bread. The book gives advice 
on making stock, the base of all good 
homemade soups, and the super 
garnishes that give them the finishing 
touch. 

For a good thick soup there is creamy 
seafood saffron soup with scallops, 
prawns, white wine and cream, garnished 
with unshelled prawns. Or for a meaty 
soup, there is a traditional Scotch broth 
made with lamb and sliced fresh 
vegetables. 

By way of a contrast there follows a 
collection of cold soups. Especially 
delicious is prawn and cucumber soup 
with single cream, yogurt and tomato 
juice garnished with mint sprigs and 
cucumber slices. 

For other mouthwatering ways to start 
a meal there are a variety of recipe ideas 
which provide a balance of texture and 
colour, served either hot or cold. Mush
rooms Italienne with dry white wine and 
prawns is a delicately flavoured hors 
d'oeuvre, served with parsley and lime or 
lemon slices. Crispy cheese fries are a 
mixture of grated gruyere and parmesan 
cheese with crabmeat, which are shaped 
into rectangles and then fried in bread
crumbs. 

Fruit and vegetable starters are 
refreshing and do not obscure the taste of 
the course to come. Waldorf salad is a 
contrast of textures with red dessert 
apples, celery, walnuts and mayonnaise. 
A smooth alternative is avocado with 
curried sauce where the half-avocado is 
filled with a curry sauce the ingredients 
of which include chopped hard boiled 

eggs, double cream, mayonnaise and 
crushed garlic. 

There is also a section on fish and 
shellfish starters from the simple prawns 
and scallops in garlic to smoked haddock 
pancakes. 

Finally, there are some delicious ideas 
for pates, terrines, mousses, pasta and rice 
dishes. There is sherried chicken liver 
pate which goes well with hot buttered 
toast. Seafood risotto is a meal in itself 
with white wine, scallops, prawns and 
parmesan cheese. 

Soups and Starters is available at all 
branches for only 99p. 

Soups 
IN THE SOUP? Sainsbury's can now get 
you out of it with their latest addition to 
packet soups—Beef and Tomato Soup 
Mix. 

All that is required is a spare five 
minutes, a saucepan and a pint or pint 
and a half of cold water (depending on 
packet size) and the result is a delicious 
meaty soup. 

Available in 138 branches, Beef and 
Tomato is available for either 14p (1 pint) 
or 18.5p (1.5 pints). 

Panic over! 

Quick 
bite 

SAINSBURY'S have recently introduced 
a new range of six pre-packed Fresh 
Sandwiches which, at present, are on sale 
in five London branches and in the staff 
shop at Blackfriars. 

For a quick take-away snack at lunch-
time they are proving to be ideal. 

The choice is as follows: salmon and 
cucumber (59p), prawns in mayonnaise 
(59p), egg mayonnaise and tomato (49p), 
cheese and tomato (49p), chicken and 
lettuce (65p) and pate and salad (49p). 

All these sandwiches are made from 
top quality JS ingredients and are freshly 
delivered each day. They should be 
consumed on the day of purchase. 

Watch out for new exciting varieties 
soon to be launched! 



NEW PRODUCTS 

Pans and plugs 
YET ANOTHER extension has been are removed, the poacher becomes a The three main features—insulated 
made to the popular JS Cookware non-stick omelette pan. live and neutral pins, equal length wiring 
range—a two in one teak-handled egg This multi-purpose pan is available at and a captive cover screw—make it a 
poacher/omelette pan. 19 branches for only £5.25. very attractive buy. 

Manufactured from good gauge Completing the plug range, Sainsbury's Last but not least, a heart shaped 
aluminium and heat resistant plastic, have recently introduced a first own-label non-stick pan is the latest addition to JS's 
Sainsbury's 4-Cup Poacher is very durable Safety Plug with insulated pins, which is standard bakeware range now available 
and highly practical. now available at 170 branches selling at a at 39 branches for £1.69. 

Once the internal framework and cups very competitive 82p. Valentine's Day will never be the same! 

Fine wine 
ENJOY THE NEW year with Sainsbury's 
Monbazillac, appellation controlee, a 
new French white wine now available at 
140 branches (£2.48). 

Monbazillac is a full bodied sweet wine 
which, served chilled, is the ideal 
accompaniment to melon, pates, fish, 
white meats and dessert dishes. 

It comes from the strictly controlled 
wine region of Monbazillac, which lies 
about 40 miles east of Bordeaux. 

The characteristic style of the wine is 
derived from a blend of Sauvignon, 
Semillon and Muscadelle grapes (those 
used in Sauternes). The flavour of the 
grapes is affected by 'pourriture noble' 
(noble rot) and clayey limestone soil. 



RUSINESSNEWS 

JS is Tops! 
FOR THE very first time Sainsbury's has 
toppled the Co-operative movement for the 
position of Britain's biggest grocery retailer. 
The monthly figures produced by Audits of 
Great Britain (AGB) show that for the four 
weeks ending December 4 1982, JS had 
15.7 per cent of the packaged groceries 
market against 15.6 per cent for all of the 
independent retail co-operative societies. 

A single month's figures are not so 
important, but it is a significant landmark to 
overhaul the once-mighty Co-ops who 30 
years ago held 24 per cent of the market. 

Barry Silverman, marketing director of 
the Co-operative Wholesale Society, was 
philosophical about the news which he said 
'was inevitable given the large number of 
closures of small shops over the past 
couple of years. If you don't have the shops, 
then it follows that our market share must 
suffer in the short-term.' 

'We don't take a lot of notice of AGB 
figures' commented JS's assistant manag
ing director, buying and marketing, Peter 
Davis. 'It's not news to us because figures 
vary enormously month by month. We're 
not a hostage to figures.' 

It should be noted that the AGB survey 
covers only one third of the types of goods 
sold by JS. 

Roll your 
own 

TWO BIG supermarket chains are ready to 
sell own-label cigarettes! 

They want to exploit the market gap 
which is appearing between high quality 
'premium' brands and cut price 'commodity' 
cigarettes which sell well but at thin profit 
margins. 

Men in the tobacco industry are reluctant 
to identify the supermarket groups who are 
now negotiating manufacturing deals. 

Trolley 
hold-up 

A PLAN to round up abandoned super
market trolleys by Sutton council and fine 
local traders £5 each for their return came 
unstuck—stores, including JS, initially 
refused to pay! 

But Sainsbury's, along with other super
market traders, have now agreed the basis 
for the return of their property. 

JS will be making an ex-gratia payment 
of some £200 for the collection and safe 
storage of the trolleys. This sum represents 
less than half the original amount de
manded. 

In future the council willallow super
markets a fair period of time after store 
closure each day for the companies' staff to 
collect their trolleys! 

Argyll results 
THE ARGYLL group has almost digested 
Allied Suppliers which it purchased in June 
1982. Results for the enlarged group for the 
six months to September 25 1982 have 
recently been announced, and figures were 
provided for the previous six months on a 
similar basis. 

Turnover advanced 9 per cent to £542 
million, and pre-tax profits edged up from 
£9.5 million to £10.2 million. These figures 
disguise a sorry performance in food 
manufacturing and edible oil refining, where 
profits halved. 

However, the ex-Allied companies seem to 
have stepped up a gear; operating profits 
increased by 48 per cent. During the six 
months to September, four new Presto 
Food Markets were opened at Ashton-
under-Lyme, Bognor Regis, Swansea and 
Cheltenham. Since then there have been 
further openings at Loughton and 
Wealdstone. The company intends to raise 
the programme to 20 Presto openings a 
year. 

Argyll's old food operations comprised 

Lo-Cost limited range discount shops, 
Cordon Bleu freezer centres, Mojo cash 
and carry warehouses, and Snowking 
wholesale frozen food suppliers. These 
divisions all had a satisfactory period. It was 
left to the Allied companies—Presto and 
Uptons—to produce what their chairman 
described as 'an encouraging perform
ance.' 

Some of the Uptons branches are to be 
converted into Lo-Cost or Cordon Bleu 
outlets. Stocks fell by £26.8 million since 
March, whilst at the same time the group 
managed to squeeze more credit from 
suppliers. It will be interesting to see if this 
pressure can be maintained. 

James Gulliver, Argyll's chairman, laid 
great emphasis at the time of the take-over 
on the operational benefits which the 
enlarged group would obtain. He only had 
control of Allied for three of the six months 
covered by these results, so the stock 
market will be looking for a better second 
half performance to show that these bene
fits are coming through. 

Northern 
foods 

NORTHERN FOODS, a major supplier to 
both JS and Marks & Spencer, has notched 
up a 23 per cent increase in pre-tax profits 
to £41.2 million on sales of £1 billion. 

These good results benefit from the in
clusion of five months' figures of the 
recently-acquired Keystone Food Corpora
tion. This American company is the major 
supplier of beefburgers to the MacDonalds 
chain in the US. 

Although Northern Foods' profits on 
liquid milk were down, the overall contribu
tion from the milk and dairy products 
division rose by £1 million, helped by the 
buoyancy of sales of milk products [chiefly 
to Sainsbury's and M & S). The Pork Farms 
subsidiary improved its performance de
spite the state of the pork products market. 

The only gloomy note in the group's UK 
operations was the decline in profits at 

North Country Breweries. The fall in beer 
consumption which has been a nationwide 
trend was made worse for this company 
because its market [Humberside) is an area 
of high unemployment. 

The group's profits were helped by a £2 
million contribution from its 20 per cent 
holding in Avana—the cakes and jams 
group perhaps now best known for its 
ownership of Robertsons jams. 

Red 
wine! 

THE RUSSIANS are to launch a sales drive 
to promote their own wine in Britain! 

Wines available in the UK, a red table 
wine, Ruby of Crimea, Krim Red and White 
Sparkling, have been described by an 
expert as 'awful, unbelievable'. 

Certainly the wines sell well in the 
USSR—where they are priced at less than 
£1 a bottle! 
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BUSINESS NEWS 

Draught milk 

WHATEVER NEXT! The Milk Marketing 
Board's latest ploy is its milk in pubs 
scheme. 

After test marketing in 26 pubs in the 
Midlands, the idea is now going nationwide. 
Over the next ten months some 1,000 pubs 
will be stocked with liquid milk-handling 
equipment and it is hoped they will each sell 

about 15 gallons a week. 
The milk will be served at the bar from a 

beer-type pump head that carries the 'nice 
cold, ice cold' theme seen in recent 
advertising.,Public or lounge bar customers 
will find it is not that cheap though—the 
price will be double that for the doorstep-
delivered pint. 

Kwik save 
THE LIMITED-RANGE discount group, 
Kwik Save, recorded a 22 per cent increase 
in pre-tax profits for the year ended August 
28. 

Now trading out of 306 stores, each 
selling only some 1,000 lines (in comparison 
with JS stores which can stock c. 7,0000 
and with plans for another 30 stores in the 
currentyear, its sales were £491 million—an 
increase of £87 million on 1981. 

At the trading level profits improved by 17 
percent, which reflected some deterioration 
in margins caused by higher store upkeep 
costs. Volumes in existing stores increased 
by 7 per cent, and the 29 openings during 
the year contributed another 7 per cent 
increase in sales. 

Strongest in Lancashire, it has recently 

purchased a distribution centre near the A1 
in Yorkshire to help expansion in the 
north-east. The seven projected openings 
in that area mean it will then be competing 
with Asda even more than before. 

Five stores are planned for the south 
coast—where they will be up against JS. 
Their operation is, however, very different— 
the average store selling space is only some 
5,600 sq ft. 

What would really change the size of Kwik 
Save is the satisfactory conclusion of a deal 
at present being suggested by the com
pany's management. They want to acquire 
up to 150 of the smaller Woolworth's 
stores—which looks a forlprn hope as 
Woolworth are now considering whether or 
not they will sell any properties. 

The company still, however, has available 
most of the proceeds of a £12 million rights 
issue made in January 1982, and has no 
significant borrowings. 

Lymeswold 
follow up 

IN THE WAKE of the overwhelmingly 
successful launch of Lymeswold, Dairy 
Crest, the marketing arm of the Milk 
Marketing Board, is to start test marketing a 
new soft cheese. 

It will initially be made with German milk 
as the MMB does not want to commit large 
amounts of British farmers' money for 
necessary manufacturing capacity until the 
product is assured of a successful market. 

The UK cheese market is estimated to be 
worth more than £790 million a year at retail 
prices. 

Morrison & 
Mainstop 

NORTHERN supermarketer, William 
Morrison, has bought three Mainstop 
superstores from BAT—the conglomerate 
which owned International and Mainstop. 
The three stores are at Eccles, Gains
borough and Southport, and were acquired 
for £3.9 million. This brings the company's 
total outlets up to 29. 

It is thought that there may be further 
Mainstop sales as BAT tries to rationalise its 
retailing activities which have not been very 
profitable in recent times. 

Standard 
measure 

BRITAIN is likely to be using a standard 
measure for a glass of wine in pubs and 
restaurants by 'about 1984', according to 
the chairman of the Wine Development 
Board. 

He was commenting on the announce
ment that the government is exploring with 
trade bodies the possibility of developing a 
voluntary code of practice, based on price 
display and standard glass size. 

There is strong support for a standard 
measure from many organisations—in 
particular the Local Authorities Co
ordinating Body on Trading Standards, 
which reported widely differing measures 
and prices in a survey of 158 licensed 
premises. 

Safeway 
'EVERYTHING you want from a store and a 
little bit more!'—including a healthy 27 per 
cent increase in profits. The UK Safeway 
operation recorded pre-tax profits of £17.1 
million in the year to October 2 1982. The 
subsidiary of the US-based Safeway Stores 
Inc. increased sales by 24 per cent to £502 
million. 

Seven new stores were opened during 
the year, giving the company 98 outlets by 
the year end. Eight new stores are planned 
for 1982/83—all but one are in the south of 
England. Much to the chagrin of the 
Pharmaceutical Society, Safeway are 
pressing ahead with their introduction of 
in-store pharmacies, with three units already 
in operation. Their other main development 
during the year is to install a mini computer 
at each store. 
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JUST THE JOB 

JS's home economics depi 
December 17,1982 was a red letter day for JS's home economics department at Blackfriars. II 
1,000th published recipe! Since 1977 they have conceived ideas for almost every taste—fros 
Spicy Beef Risotto (the latest). This month the Journal takes a look at the background to t\ 

ONE THOUSAND recipes may seem, to 
the uninitiated, a remarkable milestone 
in the history of the department but 
assistant home economist, Valerie 
Johnson, commented that in the same 
period of time, over twice that number 
have in fact been devised. 

All these recipes are printed on new 
own-label products, re-designed pack
ages and on advertising leaflets. The aim 
is to help customers obtain the maximum 
benefit from the company's products. 

The work involved in the preparation 
of every recipe is undertaken with the 
maximum care and attention to detail. A 
small team of home economists headed 
by Valerie will sit round a table to 
consider the product in depth. They will 
establish the type of product they are 
dealing with, whether it is a convenience 
food, diet food or freezer pack. 

Next they will look at size, colour and 
flavours normally considered to be 
complementary, so that the two recipes 
finally presented to the buyers are 
eminently suited to the product. 

It would be inappropriate, for example, 
to prepare a fattening recipe for a new 
yogurt, which is being launched as a 
slimming food. 

The ingredients to be combined with 
the product are chosen for the two 
entirely separate recipes on the basis of 
this study, and are bought at Nine Elms or 
at Victoria branch. 

The actual preparation of the recipe is 
a long and time consuming task. Every 
detail must be recorded during the 
process—order of ingredients, weights 

and measures, cooking temperatures and 
the timing of each stage. 

Both recipes are then sampled and 
when one has been chosen it is written up 
in the usual house style, showing 
ingredients in the order -of use and 
method of preparation. This stage, 
because of the precision required, takes 
as long as the actual cooking. 

Some products though prove more 
challenging than others when it comes to 
writing recipes—instant gravy granules, 
for example, do not immediately bring to 
mind any particularly original ideas! 

The home economics department are 
also frequently asked to provide serving 
suggestions for other such products as 
baked beans and frankfurters, lamb 
quick fries or party hot dogs. Strangely 
enough, often the more simple the 
product the more difficult it is to come up 
with a tasty and original recipe or 
attractive serving suggestion. 

Needless to say the department has 
its share of problems—which, after all, 
add spice to life!—such as in the case of 
the curdling semolina. 

Recipes were in the past required for 
rice packs and one suggestion was to 
combine semolina with dried fruit. An 
unfortunate member of the department 
spent a week sampling the recipe which 
although tasted wonderful would insist 
on curdling. Her efforts were rewarded 
eventually however and the recipe was 
launched. 

Some days bring requests for recipes 
using unusual products such as bean 
shoots or skimmed milk soft cheese, but 

no problem is insurmountable for this 
resourceful team. 

A new recipe using a long standing or 
standard product'as one of its ingredients 
has been known to boost the flagging 
sales of that product. Recipes on egg 
packs, such as souffle, omelette and 
chocolate and almond Swiss roll have 
caused a definite increase in the sales of 
eggs. 

It is a credit to the department that 
over the past two years a minimum of one 
recipe for each day of the year has been 
produced, building up a bank of 
Sainsbury's own recipes, known now 
throughout the country. 

It is of even greater credit when one 
realises that this is but one facet of the 
department's work. 

An aspect for which the department is 
well known company-wide is the prepara
tion of cooking samples for quality 
control. 

From pizzas and sausages to soups and 
baking mixes, everything is subjected to 
constant and intensive scrutiny. With all 
these products prepared consistently, 
some everyday, expert tasters can 
evaluate products in a comparative light. 
For this reason it is important that all 

i i i in • m | n . i - i i i — M ^ M M M , , W M M M 

1. Wendy Godfrey. 2. Janis Freshwatei 
Front cover: (I to r) Roger Allford, Bil 

tastii 
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utment 
marked the occasion of their 
I Swiss Fondue (the first) to 
is amazing feat. 

cooking instructions are followed faith
fully to ensure that there is no variance in 
preparation methods from day to day. 

In this way JS can make sure suppliers 
are complying with the company's 
specifications and that standards are not 
falling. 

Next door to the kitchen there are 
three sampling rooms where tasting 
sessions begin on the dot of 10am and 
finish at 4pm. 

New products are also prepared here 
and buyers will sample the product to 
make sure it is to their liking. 

The department also cooks up 
customer complaints and at any one time 
will test many of the utensils and items of 
bakeware sold in the branches. 

On other occasions a buyer will want 
to test the length of time a product will 
retain its flavour and so will need to 
compare the taste of a product which is 
freshly made with that of one which has 
been kept for a while. 

The home economist in charge of this 
task will first discuss with the buyers what 
they want to find out from the test and 
will then formulate a questionnaire and 
organise the sensory panel. 

The panellists (200 in number) are 
selected from permanent staff in head 
office. They are chosen at random and 
do not have trained palates in any 
specific commodity (unlike buyers). 
Representing as nearly as possible the 
profiles of JS customers they help the 
company keep in touch with customers' 
requirements. 

The sensory panel may be asked to 
spot the difference between two pro
ducts when suppliers have just recently 
changed specifications, or to rank 
products in order of preference. 

On another occasion they might be 
asked to compare appearances, textures 
and colours. 

Normally 30 people taste the products 
in question (six people every half an 
hour) and then fill in the detailed 
questionnaire, the results of which are 
then analysed. 

Testing the immediate reaction to taste 
or appearance still often does not tell the 
home economics department about long 
term attitudes and usage of a product, so 
a consumer panel is called in. They will 
take a product home and try it over a 
more extended period. This particularly 
lends itself to toiletries, pet foods, 
cooking fats and the like. 

Keeping this complex department iri 

3. Valerie Johnson. 4. Shona Robertson. 
Yvanovich and Geoff Brady during a 
? session. 

good working order are, at present, five 
members of staff headed by Wendy 
Godfrey, senior home economist. 

Valerie Johnson, assistant home 
economist, is in charge of devising all the 
thousands of recipes printed on the back 
of Sainsbury's products and their prepa
ration. Sue Burrows prepares and cooks 
all samples for quality control. 

Janis Freshwater, the longest standing 
member of the team assists Valerie and is 
in charge of special quality control. 

Shona Robertson, a junior scientist, 
organises the sensory panel and, last but 
not least, Kim Harris is technical assistant. 

Wendy, who was trained as a domestic 
science teacher, recently had her first JS 
cookbook published—Entertaining (JSJ 
December 1982). 'It took me about three 
months to put the book together' she 
commented. 'I used several of my own 
recipes, after all I have been cooking for 
the last 21 years, and also recalled a few 
delicious meals I had had out. 

'I cooked every recipe before actually 
sitting down and writing them up.' 

According to Wendy the cooking was 

enjoyable but when it came to actually 
writing the recipes 'I became unbearable' 
she commented. 

One or two recipes Wendy played with 
a little. For example, Turkey Tonnato is a 
variation of an Italian dish normally made 
with veal but Wendy decided to use turkey 
since it is cheaper and easier to come by. 

The main point made in this most 
successful book is that the golden rule of 
good entertaining is to be well prepared 
in advance. All recipes for this reason are 
easy to prepare and ingredients no 
problem to come by. 

Finally the 100 recipes were prepared 
by a freelance home economist and then 
snapped for the book by a well-known 
photographer. 

'Like the range of items sold at JS' 
commented Valerie, 'the work of the 
home economics department at head 
office is exciting and varied. For the last 
12 years, since it has been in existence, 
the department has been playing a big 
part in ensuring that the customer gets 
the best possible quality and value for 
money. The recipes will keep rolling too!' 
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HOBBIES 
Football 
crazy 
'TRAINING is the hardest thing to 
maintain as you progress at work' 
according to Colin Smith, deputy 
manager of the meat buying department 
at Blackfriars, who has devoted his 
leisure time to football since boyhood. 

Colin, who is now captain of Windsor 
and Eton, is proud to have played against 
an England World Cup squad, during a 
couple of 'warm up' games, and many 
other top professionals. 

Attendance at the training sessions 
and mid-week fixtures can be jeopardised 
sometimes by his career at JS, but at 
matches on Saturdays he stirs up the 
winning spirit in his team. 

'For the second time, in 1982 we won 
through the preliminary five rounds of 
the FA Cup. We did, however, get 
knocked out by the first fully professional 
team we had to play so I won't bother to 
mention the score!' he said wryly. 

But his friends and colleagues 
understood and supported him because 
the game was such a great experience. It 
was at Brentford FC's home ground—an 
unfair advantage from the start!—and 
they had 7,000 opposition supporters 
roaring in the background. 

Colin vaguely considered football as a 

full-time career when he was offered an 
apprenticeship, but turned it down as the 
vision of cleaning other people's football 
boots for the first couple of years didn't 
appeal very much. Although Colin 
sometimes feels a twinge of regret he 
really feels that staying one step down 
from professionals has still given him 
much satisfaction. 

Even some professionals have never 
achieved that footballers' dream—to play 
at Wembley. But Colin counts himself 
lucky that he was played on that sacred 
pitch twice! 

Colin fright) makes the toss with Kevin Keegan at Wembley. 
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Treading the 
boards 
SPARKLING MEMORIES of show bus
iness were brought back recently to 
Kathy Denby, now a part-time super
market assistant at South Woodford 
branch. 

Kathy was reminded of her days on the 
stage and screen by the letter written to 
the Journal (Oct 82) which recalled some 
of the famous names who are, or were, 
Sainsbury's employees. 

'Well,' laughs Kathy 'it seems to me 
that my career began the other way 
round!' She made her name and travelled 
to foreign climes as a Tiller Girl and then 
as a Bluebell Girl, but came to work for 
JS at her local branch when that store 
opened, three years ago. 

She began dancing lessons at the age of 
seven. That gave her the training which 
led to her achieving her first glamorous 
role during the second world war—and 
she was still only 14 years old. 

'I was very lucky to get that first job at 
the London Coliseum when I became a 
Tiller Girl. I was very tall even then—and 
all they really looked for in dancers were 
long skinny legs and a good smile!' 

It was at the same theatre that she 
remembers being the back legs of a 
pantomime donkey—with Billy Dainty in 
the front! 

A young man, who was almost 
unknown then even as an actor, first 
came on the London theatre scene when 
they were both 15. It was Lionel Blair and 
Kathy says 'he hadn't learned to dance 
at that time so I used to teach him tap in 
one of the dressing rooms! 

'I also met Tommy Trinder at the 
Palladium during the war and appeared 
in the first television film at Alexandra 
Palace. During my whole dancing career, 
even through special late performances, 
extra matinees and so on, it never really 
felt like work because we all enjoyed it so 
much!' 

Kathy was 'spotted' by 'Miss Bluebell' 
who ran the famous Bluebell Girls, and 



HOBBIES 

she took the opportunity to join that 
group in order to tour Paris and 
Stockholm where she encountered many 
more adventures. 

Rejoining the Palladium Girls, she 
enjoyed the season of American stars and 
it was during that time that she was 
offered a six month contract to appear in 
a special act in California. 

All in all, the list of talented singers, 
dancers, actors and comedians who she 
has appeared with is almost endless. She 
has shared the stage with Michael 
Bentine, Peter Sellers, and their 
marvellous contemporaries; Danny Kaye; 
Max Bygraves; Vera Lynn; and Judy 
Garland (who she remembers with the 
greatest admiration for being 'a fantastic 
person with very real musical talent'). 

'But coming back from the States I 
realised that at the age of 25 I was 
becoming too old to remain a chorus girl. 
So before they could stop giving me work 
I decided to give it up and establish a 
dancing school in my own home area of 
Hackney. It became a great success.' 

More recently Kathy has limited her 
evening teaching to devote more time to 
her family, but still gives classes two days 
a week. 

And she also finds time to work three 
weekdays at JS! So doesn't shop life 
feel too unexciting when she compares it 
with charity midnight matinees with big 
name stars, command performances 
attended by HM The Queen, and shows 
in the top London theatres? 

Although she still loves teaching 
dancing and passing on her wealth of 
experience to her pupils—some of whom 
have become Tiller Girls—she insists 
that she is happy to have the extra job at 

Sainsbury's and be able to meet and help 
the customers at South Woodford. 

Sometimes she feels a wave of nostalgia 
pass over her and in her imagination the 
scene changes! 'The JS cloakroom 
(dressing room) when we are all changing 
into our uniforms (costumes) powdering 
noses, combing hair, and the busy busy 
atmosphere that occurs before the doors 
open at Sainsbury's, often reminds me of 

Above: Can you spot Kathy in 
this glittering line-up with 
Judy Garland? 
Right: Kathy today (and 
yesterday!). 
Below: One of her 
Palladium programmes. 

a similar hustle and bustle before curtain 
up at the Palladium! 

All we need is a tannoy calling 
"overture" and "beginners". I sometimes 
serve in the bakery, and when I don my 
little hat and Dennis Hooper the bakery 
manager (stage manager) turns on the 
spotlights I find it quite easy to smile at 
the customers with all those years of 
practice behind me.' 
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Forty Year Luncheon 
THE SIXTH FORTY-YEAR luncheon 
was held on January 10 at the usual 
venue—the Howard Hotel, London. 

Sir John Sainsbury and four JS 
directors, accompanied by their wives, 
hosted the event which was held in 
honour of the 15 members of staff who 
have celebrated 40 years' service during 
the past year. 

On this occasion there were an unusual 
number of ladies—three—who had 
achieved that special target, Barbara 
Rogers, office manager from Colchester 
branch, Brenda Tattersall, office manager 
at Croydon Central, and Kay Wesson, 
senior supermarket assistant at Norbury, 
who was accompanied by her husband. 

All who were invited agreed that it was 
a special event that they would not have 
wanted to have missed. For example, 
Chas Roberts, assistant chief cashier at 
Streatham, should have been on jury 
service but he wrote to tell them that he 
would rather attend the 40-year luncheon 

and he received special dispensation! 
After a splendid three course meal Sir 

John thanked those present for their 
support over all the years and for their 
presence at the meal. 

He voiced his gratitude for the fact that 
diere are so many staff with long service 
and great loyalty at Sainsbury's. Despite 
the growth in the company, it seems that 
it has always grown in the right direction 
and encouraged the devotion of its 
workforce. 'Those with long service are 
one of the great strengths of the company, 
and we don't forget that' he said. 

Sir John proposed a toast to the new 
40-year club members. Derek McCord, 
district manager Woking area, responded 
on behalf of his fellow long servers by 
asking all present to raise their glasses to 
the company. 

The final toast, though equally impor
tant, was to the wives—and husbands— 
who have supported their spouses tiirough 
40 important years at JS. 

Active 
retirement 

CHRISTMAS EVE saw the end of 43 
dedicated years of service for Cyril 'Bos' 
Bosworth, provisions manager, Edgware, 
and the beginning of what promises to be 
a very active retirement. 

Bos joined the company at Guildford 
manual store. 'I remember my mother 
encouraging me to apply for a job at JS, 
since she'd heard it offered good career 
prospects' he commented. 

The poultry department was his first 
port of call and then Bos worked his way 
round the rest of the shop until 1942, 
when he enlisted in the Royal Navy. 

He spent most of the war years on a 
motor torpedo boat in the Mediterranean 
and the last 12 months served on a 
destroyer. 

In 1946 Bos rejoined JS at Chelsea. 
After a year here he transferred to Pinner 
as first grocery hand and in 1950 he was 
promoted to assistant manager at 357 
Harrow. 

In September of that same year Bos 
met his wife, Hilda, on an SSA outing to 
Southsea and married her two years later. 
'I remember the SSA was very active in 
Harrow' he said 'naturally I was delighted 
about that!' 

Ten years later he was appointed 
manager at 177 Haverstock Hill and 
remained there for only a year. In the 

Sir John and Lady Sainsbury greet Derek and Gwen McCord. 

next few years he managed the following 
London stores, Hatch End, Northwood, 
Kilburn and 222 Watford. After closing 
several branches down Bos was put on 
the spare list and moved to Burnt Oak. 

From here he transferred to Seven 
Sisters as warehouse manager and when 
this branch closed he joined Holloway 
and then spent his last few years at 
Edgware. 

Bos first started making wine in 1976 
and since then has produced gallons of all 
sorts of wines including orange, 
blackberry and rhubarb. 

He is a member of the Wine Guild and 
last year was given first prize for his 
elderberry wine. 

Decorating and cooking are two other 
hobbies Bos enjoys very much and Hilda, 
his wife, commented she also enjoys him 
having two such convenient interests! 
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NEWS IN BRIEF 
A CHEQUE FOR £2000 was presented 
by Chris Hemsby manager of Kidder
minster, to Don Maclean, of Crackerjack 
fame, on November 27,1982. 

The grand sum was donated by the 
Salisbury's Charitable Fund to Stour-
minster School and in conjunction with 
the Royal Variety Club of Great Britain, 
the money was used to buy a mini bus for 
the school. 

The bus was presented to the school at 
their fete and Kidderminster branch 
supplied refreshments and cakes made in 
the in-store bakery. 

CHRISTMAS is traditionally known as 
the season of good will and cheer and 
no one felt it more vividly than those at 
Purley branch. 

A few days before Christmas the 
following encouraging message was 
received inside a greetings card, causing 
great delight at the branch. 

'Thank you for all the help and 
kindness shown at Sainsbury's. I would 
just like to say that when in your store the 
service on the ham and beef counter (as 
only a small time buyer) and the bakery 
would put Harrods to shame. Well done! 

JOHN DARTON, transport manager at 
Buntingford depot, certainly knows his 
subject when put to the test! 

He won through to the finals of the 
annual Transport Manager of the Year 
Award, sponsored by Overdrive (a 
contract driving company) in conjunction 
with Motor Transport national magazine. 

After the preliminary exam, John was 
one of the 50 chosen as finalists. 

Chris Hemsby (left) presents the cheque. 

He answered questions on legislation 
in the transport industry and many other 
subjects during the two hour final paper. 

The organisers have now commented 
that everyone who sat the paper attained 
very high standards this year—above 78 
per cent—and with such a high average, 
have encouraged runners-up like John to 
keep up the good work. 

COLDH AMS LANE have conquered the 
high seas and all their customers with the 
latest special attraction on the fish 
counter—jaws! 

The shark, displayed in pride of place, 
weighed 22 stone and was caught off the 
Isle of Arran near Scotland. 

Local interest also included a feature 
specially prepared for Radio Cambridge
shire. 

ANGLIA TELEVISION reported that in 
a Pudding of the Year contest, the 
Sainsbury Christmas pudding came 
second, behind a National Trust 19th 
century recipe and beating a twice as 
expensive Fortnum and Mason pudding 
into third place. 

Top marks at Charlton 
RUNNER UP in the Trainee of the Year 
award for second year students and a 
distinction in a refrigeration mechanics 
exam were the awards granted to two 
trainees at Charlton depot at the end of 
the year. 

Robert Jones, an apprentice mechanical 
fitter in the works engineers department, 
joined JS in 1981. In his first year he spent 
46 weeks 'off the job' training at SELTEC 
(South East London Technical College). 

During his second year he continued 
his studies on day release. The South East 
London Engineering Training Associa
tion monitored Robert 's training 
(SELETA). 

Robert was nominated for the award 
by Ray Buckley, works engineer, and the 
presentation was made on November 25 
by Derek Sullivan, regional Manpower 
Services director. 

Another big round of applause for 
Bharvesh 'Fred' Ranchod, trainee 
refrigeration mechanic, who recently 
passed his refrigeration mechanics exam 
with flying colours—distinction! 

The object of this block release course 
and exam was to provide theoretical and 
technological training, running concur
rently with 'Fred's' industrial training 
and to provide a useful qualification in 
refrigeration installation and services. 

Congratulations to both! Runner up trainee of the year, Robert Jones (left). 
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THE FIRST season of the SSA 5-a-side 
football tournament, held at the Elephant 
and Castle Sports Centre, has come to 
an end. 

The tournament has been a great 
success and a full league and cup 
programme has been completed with die 
minimum of disruption. 

Eight teams took part, each playing 
a league season of 21 matches from July 
7-December 22,1982. 

The league was closely fought out until 
the final whisde of the last game, with 
Company Systems eventually coming out 
on top, pipping SHS (Stamford House 
Superstars) by a + 1 goal difference in a 
very exciting last few league weeks. 

Company Systems played 21; won 15; 
drew 3; lost 3; totalling 33 points with die 
resulting goal difference of +69. 

The league cup competition started on 

August 25 and, eventually, saw SHS and 
Non-Foods-No-Hopers fight out the final 
over an extended 20 minutes each way on 
December 22, with SHS coming out 
winners by 7 goals to 4. 

Presentation of the trophies was made 
in Stamford House on January 5,1983, by 
assistant managing director, buying and i 
marketing, Peter Davis, who commented: | 
'If you can think of a competition, set it 
up and organise it, get the SSA to sponsor 
it—then you can win the cups! There's a 
lesson to be learnt there. Well done!' 

Said league secretary, Nick Bell, 
assistant buyer grocery 1: A big thank 
you to all the players who helped referee 
the matches through the season, by no 
means an easy task, and also congratula
tions to all teams for turning up week 
after week to make this first season an 
enjoyable and successful one; it is hoped 

Top left: Stamford House Superstars. Top 
right: Company Systems. Above: Peter 
Davis presents the cup to Nick Bell. 

only the first of many!' 
The wooden spoon award, of a bottle 

of champagne, went to Streatham 
Wanderers, who failed to make an 
appearance at the award ceremony! 

SAINSBURY's provided the ticket to 
success for both Isabel Gregory and Paul 
Carmody—two of the top ten winners in 
the 'Make Your Mark With English 
Cheese' competition which was organised 
by the English County Cheese Council 
last year. 

Lucky winners! 
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Thirty thousand retail outlets partici
pated in the national promotion for 
English cheese by supplying application 
forms for the competition to consumers 
up and down the country. 

Not only did Isabel and Paul get their 
applications forms from JS stores in 
Dartford and Reigate respectively, but 
also their qualifying purchase of cheese. 

The competition was a direct appeal to 
the housewife to 'buy British' by inviting 
her to demonstrate her cookery skills 
with English cheese and thus 'Make her 
Mark with English Cheese'. 

Each competitor had to submit either a 
recipe for a new cheese dish or a helpful 
hint! 

Isabel's winning recipe was Farmhouse 
Quiche made from good English Cheddar 
and Paul's winner was Chicken Sage 
Derby. 

The lucky pair received their prizes at 
the end of last year during a special 
presentation luncheon held at the 
House of Commons. Each received £500 
in the form of grocery vouchers. 

ASSISTANT MANAGING director, 
buying and marketing, Peter Davis, 
presented the 1982 British Egg Marketing 
Award in December. The winning farm 
shop at Wythall, near Birmingham, 
owned by Alan Beckett and Andrew 
Hignett, showed a 50 per cent increase in 
sales last year. 

DURING A PHONE-IN programme on 
BBC Radio London over Christmas, a 
number of women called in to say what 
they do to their husbands if they have had 
too much to drink. One lady said that she 
drags her husband round Sainsbury's. 
Reporter, Robbie Vincent, said this was a 
terrible punishment! 

'THEY ARE THE BEST of British . . . 
100 top people, who in their own distinc
tive way have earned the right to be 
considered the top 100 of 1982 in their 
chosen fields. All have reached the pin
nacle of their chosen careers. And on 
the basis of sheer achievement, we 
present "The Top", ' Daily Express 
December 20,1982. 

Listed alphabetically, from accessory 
maker and actor to tennis player, the 
categories of the top 100 people of 1982 
spanned all walks of life. And appropri
ately enough, as they were the 'Best of 
British', under the heading of 'Grocer', 
came JS chairman, Sir John Sainsbury! 

The entry read: 'Sir John Sainsbury, 55, 
is our most successful grocer in winning 
his way into the hearts of shoppers at 
both ends of the market.' 

And as a follow up on January 4, the 
Express produced horoscopes, for 12 
'leading characters, in politics, industry 
and the City'—again including Sir John. 

'November 2, 1927: Scorpio. 1983 will 
be an exceptionally hard-working period. 



^EWS IN BRIEF 
A FRIEND of Gordon Lambert, manager 
relief contractors at Rennie House,, 
Blackfriars, made a recent trip to 
Bangladesh and at the only hotel in 
Chittagong was amused to find a 
breakfast menu which consisted of the 
following: Sainsbury's cornflakes with 
milk and Sainsbury's baked beans on 
toast! 

TWENTY members of staff at Walton-
on-Thames recently raised £327 foi 
cancer research by holding a sponsored 
walk. 

MALCOLM DUFFIELD, a regular 
customer at Yarmouth branch, invaded 
the store on December 7 to do his 
Christmas shopping early—and it didn't 
cost him a penny! 

Free food came Malcolm's way when 
Liz, his wife, won the first prize—a two 
minute grocery grab—in a competition 
run by the Yarmouth Lions Club. 

He managed to grab, in the time 
allocated, food worth £95 including a 
seasonal 181b turkey. 

Proceeds from the competition went 
towards new equipment for the District 
General hospital at Galeston. Malcolm (second left) with his goodies and store manager Bob Tingle (left). 

Bullseye! f 

A PROUD MUM! Pam Deller, super
market assistant at Ipswich branch is the 
mother of a much publicised face of late, 
the new Embassy world professional 
darts champion, Keith Deller! 

Keith, 23, was a 66-1 outsider at the 
start of the championship, held in Stoke. 

He beat the top three seeds, including 
world no. 1, Eric Bristow, in the final and 
won £8,000 in prize money. 

Now he can look forward to a year of 
lucrative exhibition nights at around 
£400 a time. 

'I was confident in him' commented 
Pam. After he won the first round, I just 
knew he would bring home the trophy. 

After the final, all the neighbours 
decorated their houses, and 300 people 
gathered in the street and waited two 
houtS-in the cold to welcome him home! 

'Everyone's been great here at the 
branch too!' 

Above top: The champ, Keith. Above: Proud mum Pam (centre). 

FUN AND GAMES were had by all at 
Telford branch during their Christmas 
lunch last year. 

Restaurant staff not only clad 
themselves as serving wenches but also 
staged a throughly enjoyable entertain
ment to boot! 

Setting up a stage for the occasion 
caused a few problems until some bright 
spark had an i dea . . . four sugar boards 
edged with crepe paper was the result! 

'THE QUEEN MOTHER may never 
speak to me again!' said Rory Edward, 
farm manager at Kinermony. 

Following his memorable meeting with 
Her Royal Highness, when she presented 
him with a trophy (see JSJ December '82) 
he felt slightly guilty that one of 
Sainsbury's cattle was later placed above 
hers at the Royal Smithfield Show! 

The JS bull came first in his class but 
the Royal entrant only won third prize. 

STUDENT AT ORPINGTON, Clive 
Ridge, has recently left after 6V2 years at 
the branch. Is this a record? 

NAMES OF THE LUCKY area finalists 
chosen for this year's Miss JS 1983 
competition are still flooding into the 
SSA office but so far the fortunate ones 
are as follows: Claire Crawford from 
Barkingside is representing the Eastern 
region. Charlton depot will be represented 
by Maria Ward. Claire Thomas from 
Cwmbran is Miss JS Western. Bunting-
ford depot are pinning their hopes on 
Maggie Talmadge and Christine Harding 
from Hoddesdon depot completes the 
line up. 

All 1,000 tickets have already been 
sold for the annual SSA dinner to be held 
at the West Centre Hotel on February 19. 
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PEOPLE 

APPOINTMENTS 
D Becker, formerly manager of 
Brentwood, has been appointed manager 
of Southend. 

C Cuthill, formerly manager of 
Farnham, has been appointed manager 
of Sutton. 

T Day, formerly manager of Sutton, has 
been appointed manager of Dorking. 

T Delves, formerly manager of 
Northfield, has been appointed manager 
of Leamington. 

S Fuery, formerly manager of Cannon 
Park, has been appointed manager of 
Northfield for the opening. 

A Greeves, formerly manager of 
Rugby, hs been appointed manager of 
Coventry. 

K lenner, formerly manager of 
Orpington, has been appointed manager 
of Ilford. 

P Mullins, formerly manager of Kings 
Heath, has been appointed manager of 
Cannon Park. 

S Saunders, formerly manager of 
Coventry, has been appointed manager of 
Wellingborough. 

D Taylor, formerly manager of 
Dorking, has been appointed manager of 
Orpington. 

D Wilson, formerly manager of 
Wellingborough, has been appointed 
manager of Kings Heath. 

I Wilson, formerly manager of 
Leamington, has been appointed 
manager of Rugby. 

D Woods, formerly manager of Ilford, 
has been appointed manager of 
Brentwood. 

RETIREMENTS 
Joseph Bunker, works engineer at 
Basingstoke depot, has retired after 26 
years' service at JS. 

He joined the company at Blackfriars 
and after six months became permanent 
night cleaner. Joseph was later promoted 
to painter in factory engineers. In 1968 he 
transferred to Basingstoke depot for the 
opening. 

May Nixon, supermarket assistant at 
Bishops Stortford, has retired after 17 
years at JS. 

Ellen Rollinson, supermarket assistant 
at Chelmsford, has retired after 16 years' 
service at JS. 

She began her career at the old High 
Street store and five years later moved to 
the new Chelmsford branch. 

William Griffiths, technical assistant at 
Basingstoke depot, has retired after 15 
years at JS. 

He joined the company as an engineer 
estimator and after three years became 
technical assistant. 

Kathleen Kimsey, cleaner at Bunting-
ford depot, has retired after 15 years' 

service at JS. 
She began her career with the company 

as canteen assistant and four months 
later became a cleaner. 

Evelyn Pureed, housekeeper at 
Wolverhampton, has retired after 14 years 
atJS. 

She joined the company at Erdington 
as a cashier and four months later moved 
to Wolverhampton in the same capacity. 
In 1972 Evelyn was promoted to 
provisions assistant and became house
keeper in 1976. 

Betty Coleman, supermarket assistant 
at Tonbridge, has retired after 13 years' 
service at JS. 

She began her career at the old 
Tonbridge branch as a supply assistant. 

The following staff have also retired. 
Length of service is shown in brackets. 
Mrs I Sheppard (9 years) 
Mrs B Wilkins (9 years) 
Mrs S Anthony (8 years) 
Mrs E Hodgetts (8 years) 
Mrs E Taylor (8 years) 
Mrs E Veronica (8 years) 
Mrs D Barrett (7 years) 
Mrs G Gates (6 years) 
Mrs B Grace (6 years) 
Mrs P Sirrell (5 years) 
Miss R Guy (4 years) 
Mrs P Coker (3 years) 
Mrs E Bratby (2 years) 
Mr W Blake (2 years) 

LONG SERVICE 
Edward 'Kitch' Kitchingham, meat 
manager at Kilburn, has completed 40 
years' service with JS. 

He began his career at 94 The Wells in 
the provisions department. 

Before joining the Royal Navy in 1946 
he transferred to Oxted to train in the 
meat department. After two years in the 
services Edward returned to Willesden 
Green. 

In 1950 he was promoted to head 
butcher at Amersham and five years later 
became meat manager at Temple 
Fortune. In 1960 he transferred to 
Kenton for about seven years. 

After self-service training, Kitch went 
to Wealdstone, as meat manager, for the 
opening. He moved to Kilburn in 1969. 

Michael Broomfield, district manager 
at Uxbridge area office, has completed 
25 years' service with JS. 

He joined the company at Kingston-
upon-Thames and six years later moved 
to Feltham as assistant manager. 

In 1971, Michael became manager at 
Camberley and in the next seven years 
worked at Central Croydon and Cowley 
in the same capacity. 

He took up his present post in 1978. 
Stan Carter, secretary of the SSA, 

Blackfriars, has completed 25 years with 
JS. 

He began his career at Tress House, in 
the depot stock office and seven years 
later transferred to the personnel 
department. Soon after, Stan was pro
moted to assistant area personnel 
manager at Bromley area office. 

In 1973 he became administration 
officer at Blackfriars and took up his 
present post in 1979. 

Derek Cutts, fire prevention adviser, 

architects and engineers, at Blackfriars, 
has completed 25 years' service with JS. 

He joined the company as a clerk in 
maintenance accounts. In 1960 he moved 
to estate accounts and two years later 
transferred to personnel. 

Derek has been in his present position 
since 1968. 

John 'Nodge' Follett, maintenance 
joiner at Basingstoke depot, has 
completed 25 years with JS. 

He began his career at Blackfriars and 
moved to Basingstoke when the joiners 
shop transferred there. 

Ken Goodbun, manager at Pinner, has 
completed 25 years' service with JS. 

He joined the company at Haverstock 
Hill and four years later moved to Swiss 
Cottage self-service branch. There he 
was promoted to assistant manager. Four 
years later he became grocery manager 
at Kentish Town. 

In 1973 Ken transferred to Marylebone 
as deputy manager and three years later 
moved to 1-4 Ealing when Marylebone 
closed. 

In 1978 he was promoted to manager at 
Kenton, returned to 1-4 Ealing a year 
later and has been in his present position 
since July 1982. 

Peter Urch, manager at East Ham, has 
completed 25 years with JS. 

He began his career with the company 
at Brentwood as a trainee tradesman. In 
1962 Pete transferred to Romford as 
senior leading tradesman and two years 
later moved to 114 Ilford for the opening. 
In 1966 he was promoted to assistant 
manager at Collier Row. 

In 1974 he was made manager of 
Basildon and since then has also worked 
at Stratford, Harlow and East Ham in the 
same capacity. 

OBITUARY 
Hazel Beckett, part-time supermarket 
assistant at Shirley, died on December 19, 
aged 52, after a long illness. 

She had been with the company for 
nearly six years. 

Joyce Brown, part-time display assistant 
at Luton Central, died on December 13, 
aged 58, after a short illness. 

She joined the company in 1969. 
Clifford Ross, customer service 

assistant at Nuneaton, died suddenly on 
December 13, aged 62. 

He had been with the company for 16 
years. 

Anne Scott, skilled supermarket 
assistant at Sidney Street, Cambridge, 
died on November 21, aged 35. 

She joined the company in 1978. 
William Weston, assistant meat 

manager at Potters Bar, died on 
December 7, aged 50. 

He had been with the company for 23 
years. 

Don't forget -
last copy 

date for the 
March issue is 

February 14 
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REDBACK 

Letters are welcome 
andshould.be 

addressed to the editor 
BEAUTIFUL 

SMILE 
From: A customer at Brighton Hill. 
Last week I had occasion to have a little 
moan about the apparent indifference of 
a pair of shop assistants in Basingstoke 
town centre. 

Not only did they not talk to me, but 
didn't even look in my direction while I 
was making a purchase. 

Well, this week I can report an 
improvement. In Sainsbury's Brighton 
Hill store I got not only the full attention 
of the cashier, but a beautiful smile as 
well. 

Thank you! 

BROKEN GLASS 
From: Ivor Marcus, customer service 
assistant, Hemel Hempstead. 
Kecently at our branch breakages were 
occurring at such an alarming rate a 
diplomatic campaign was launched to 
encourage customers to place their 
bottles and jars in the centre of the 
conveyor belt. 

The majority of customers were only 
too pleased to help. After all, they did not 
want their clothes and shoes splattered 
with ketchup or blackcurrant cordial, to 
say nothing of the danger of splintering 
glass. 

Not surprisingly the campaign was 
very successful. This led me to wonder 
whether the checkout designers had ever 
considered having the idea incorporated 

in the band design? 
Considering that our company has the 

most modern checkout system for 
clearing customers through swifdy, all 
that is required is a 2 " wide strip of 
lettering dirough die centre of the band 
with the words 'bottles and jars' printed 
on. In the case of established stores, a self-
adhesive rubber or plastic bonding strip 
could be used. 

Being cost conscious, die initial outiay 
would quickly be offset by money saved 
on replacing items such as wine and 
spirits and the fact that many food 
wholesalers are now using glass and 
plastic as a result of the high cost of tin, 
can also be taken into consideration. 

Dennis Males, departmental director, 
branch operations, replies: 
This seems like a very sensible and 
practical suggestion, which I have passed 
on to the checkout working party for 
consideration. 

The job improvement committee for 
the branches would like to receive any 
other worthwhile ideas. 

BIGGER SHARE? 
From: Bernard Scrase, distribution 
planning, Blackfriars. 
Employees who qualify for the profit 
sharing scheme have enjoyed its benefits 
for nearly three years and it is a most 
welcome addition to the conditions of 
employment. 

I would, however, like to suggest 
updating the formula to include length of 
company service as well as salary. Other 
companies have similar schemes and the 
overall budget need not be greater. 

This may go some way to compensate 
those employees less fortunate in career 
advancement to enjoy some measure of 
appreciation in the career of their choice 
before they reach the 25 years threshold. 
Unlike others who are rewarded through 
higher responsibilities rather more 
rapidly. 

The theme of the annual 25 Club 
Dinner is, after all, to celebrate staff 
loyalty and competence at all levels and 
to identify these factors as contributing 
to the success of this company. 

Tony Clarke, manager, remuneration and 
benefits, replies: 
The writer quite correctly points out that 
there are some companies with profit 
sharing schemes which pay variable 
amounts linked to company service. 

When designing our scheme we 
considered this point. However, we 
created a unique net margin formula 
which is strongly geared to the previous 
year's company performance. 

With this in mind we felt that where 
employees were fully established, having 
served two full financial years, there was 
then a rational argument that each had 
made a contribution in their own 
particular job to that previous year's 
profit, and that their current job and its 
worth should form the basis of the profit 
share payments. 

To build up a significant shareholding 
over a period of long service by 
contributing to good performance by JS, 
is a possibility many will find attractive. 

THANK YOU 
From: Eileen Stephen, relative of the late 
Mary McDonnell, branch security, 
Blackfriars. 
I would like to thank all 'Macs' friends at 
Sainsbury's for their kind support and 
concern during her last few months and 
for all those thousands of visits and 
phone calls made to her home and to the 
hospital. 

Thank you all for your kindness. 

ART 
ALTERNATIVE 

From: Rita Farnell, BPO Ashford 
After glancing at the Sainsbury's Images 
for Today art competition in the 
December 1982 issue of the Journal, may 
I suggest that the company hold a 
competition of diis kind for. its own 'would 
be artists'. I know JS has many staff who 
can paint to the same standard as the 
winners featured in the article. 
Well, how about it? Could this be a 
viable alternative or addition to the 
annual JSJ/SSA photographic competi
tion? Please send your views to the 
Journal office. Ed 

ARCHIVES 
Christmas quiz solutions 

THE ANSWERS to the Archives 
Christmas Quiz, JSJ December 1982, are 
as follows: 

1. The connection between Romford 
manual store and Lord Sainsbury is that 
the store was opened in the year of Lord 
Sainsbury's birth, 1902. 
2. The connection between Payne's 
Poppets and Alfred Sainsbury is tiiat 
Payne's was the company with which he 
trained before joining JS in 1906. 
3. The connection between Canadian 
Meat Packers and Frank Sainsbury is 
Haverhill, where HMP }s located and 
Frank Sainsbury had his farm. 
4. The connection between Unilever and 
JB Sainsbury is that Mr JB married Mabel 
Van Den Burgh, daughter of Jacob, one 

of the founders of Unilever. 
5. The connection between the Ml 
motorway and Rennie House is diat diey 
were designed by the same architect, Sir 
Owen Williams. 
6. The connection between Bennett Street 
SE1 and Rennie Street SE1 is that they 
are one and the same, the former being 
renamed the latter in 1939. 
7. The connection between Kinermony 
Farm and Poole branch, is that they are 
the most nordierly and most southerly JS 
outposts. 
8. The connection between Blue Kaddy 
Tea and Amy Johnson, is that she was on 
one of the few 'personality product 
endorsements' used by JS. 
9. The connection between Jennifer 
Jenkins and 9/11 Croydon is that before 

becoming a non-executive director in 
1981, as the chairman of the Consumer 
Council, she visited the branch at the first 
demonstration of Britain's new decimal 
currency in 1969. 
10. The connection between George III 
and JJ Sainsbury is JS spade guineas, 
trading tokens, on which they were both 
featured in picture and name respectively. 

As the quiz proved a little too complex 
for most Christmas wearied minds, only 
two prizes are being awarded to those 
with the highest number of correct 
answers: veteran, James Melbourne, of 
Hounslow, and Derek Wood, senior 
layout artist, screen printing, Blackfriars, 
who have received JS tokens to buy die 
Sainsbury's wine of their choice. 
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ARCHIVES 
THE SAINSBURY 

LIBRARY 

& 
-MO? HERTS-

FOUND AT a jumble sale at an old 
people's home, this book, The Shadow of 
the Yatnen, has at first glance little to do 
with JS. 

The connection, however, is given 
away by the bookplate, for the volume 
comes from the library of the hostel at 
16/20 Holloway in Seven Sisters Road, 
and bears the date June 16, 1935. 

The story, by Ben Bolt, is a gripping 
yarn of danger and romance in Mandarin 
China. An English missionary risked life 
and limb to rescue the beautiful daughter 
of a drug smuggling envoy from the 
hands of an evil Chinaman to whom she 
has been promised by her father! 

Sainsbury's hostels each contained a 
'library' of a few novels, together with 
books on more useful topics such as How 
to Make Cheese, but this is the first tome 
to be given to the archivist. 

Concern was expressed in a contem
porary rule book that 'Juniors now have 
so much more spare time than formerly 
that they are often in need of advice on 
how it should be spent', and establishing 
such libraries contributed towards the 
'comfort and homeliness of the hostels', 

:' Issued 

Th>'s Book i s fu„ 

l Sainsbury a n d P n > p e r t * °<" f y and mus t not be 
t a J - n off the p o i s e s . 

Above: The famous book and telltale plate. 
Below: 26/20 Holloway in 1954. 

whilst at the same time offering a 
peaceful and constructive use of free 
time. 

Harry Goshawk, a JS veteran, lived in 
the hostel at Holloway in the 1930's. 'The 
books were kept in the dining room' he 
remembers. 'The hostel was a comfort
able one, with a charming housekeeper 
called Mrs Miller'. 

Harry first went to Holloway from 
Hoxton, and was impressed that 'the lads 

had electric light to go to bed with.' 
Reading in bed however must have been 
difficult with a 60 watt light bulb and light 
out at 11.15pm! 

16/20 Holloway closed in 1972 and was 
replaced by a supermarket at 368-372 
Holloway Road. The book somehow 
found a new place in an old people's 
home in Bishop's Stortford. 

NB. The archivist's new phone number 
is 01-921 6510. 
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ftRANCH OPENINGS 
DESPITE CRISP winter weather on 
December 28, 1982, an almost over
whelming interest was shown in the 
opening of Homebase's new house and 
garden centre on Winchester Road, 
Basingstoke, Hampshire. 

It was only the fifth store to be opened 
by the joint JS and Belgian GB-INNOBM 
owned company since its formation in 
1979, but the crowds were more 
reminiscent of a normal JS opening! 

The Sainsbury association with 
Basingstoke began in 1964 with the 
opening of the company's largest distri
bution depot on the Houndsmill Estate. 

The first local JS supermarket opened 
in Queen Anne's Walk in 1968. A second 
supermarket opened at Brighton Hill in 
1980 and the first replaced by a bigger 
store in the Basingstoke Centre in 1981. 

The new Homebase has added a 
striking dimension to the Sainsbury 
shopping scene in the area. The JS 
reputation for high standards and quality 
are very much in evidence and all 
products and equipment, everything you 
need to build and maintain a house and 
garden, have been carefully chosen to 
give maximum service and value for 
money. 

The centre, a total of 57,000 sq ft, has 

surface level car parking for 200 cars, 
features a Laura Ashley concession, and 
its opening meant the creation of 65 new 
jobs for the area. 

A host of well-known faces were also 
on the scene to make the day an even 
more special event. 

Amongst those in attendance were Sir 
John (who opened the store) and Lady 
Sainsbury with other members of the 
Sainsbury family; Homebase chairman 
and JS's property and development 
director, Gurth Hoyer Millar; Armand 
Van Roy, a GB director and Homebase 
director; Dino Adriano, Homebase 
general manager, and local dignitaries. 

Heading the Homebase team and 
supervising all activities and personnel 
on the shop floor is manager, Malcolm 
Unwin, previously deputy manager of 
Purley Way, Croydon; Nursery and 
greenhouse manager is Phillip Griffiths 
and the departmental managers are 
Brian Jones, Michael McGlade and Roy 
Grant. 

Commented Gurth Hoyer Millar: 'The 
opening of this store strengthens 
Sainsbury's association with expanding 
Basingstoke. We are pleased to extend the 
now famous JS traditions of attention to 
detail, value for money and quality of 
product in this new centre.' 

RRANCH OPENINGS 
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JUSTTHE JOB 

JS's home economics department 
December 17,1982 was a red letter day for JS's home economics department at Blackfriars. It marked the occasion of their 
1,000th published recipe! Since 1977 they have conceived ideas for almost every taste—from Swiss Fondue (the first) to 
Spicy Beef Risotto (the latest). This month the Journal takes a look at the background to this amazing feat. 

ONE THOUSAND recipes may seem, to 
the uninitiated, a remarkable milestone 
in the history of the department but 
assistant home economist, Valerie 
Johnson, commented that in the same 
period of time, over twice that number 
have in fact been devised. 

All these recipes are printed on new 
own-label products, re-designed pack
ages and on advertising leaflets. The aim 
is to help customers obtain the maximum 
benefit from the company's products. 

The work involved in the preparation 
of every recipe is undertaken with the 
maximum care and attention to detail. A 
small team of home economists headed 
by Valerie will sit round a table to 
consider the product in depth. They will 
establish the type of product they are 
dealing with, whether it is a convenience 
food, diet food or freezer pack. 

Next they will look at size, colour and 
flavours normally considered to be 
complementary, so that the two recipes 
finally presented to the buyers are 
eminently suited to the product. 

It would be inappropriate, for example, 
to prepare a fattening recipe for a new 
yogurt, which is being launched as a 
slimming food. 

The ingredients to be combined with" 
the product are chosen for the two 
entirely separate recipes on the basis of 
this study, and are bought at Nine Elms or 
at Victoria branch. 

The actual preparation of the recipe is 
a long and time consuming task. Every 
detail must be recorded during the 
process—order of ingredients, weights 

and measures, cooking temperatures and 
the timing of each stage. 

Both recipes are then sampled and 
when one has been chosen it is written up 
in the usual house style, showing 
ingredients in the order of use and 
method of preparation. This stage, 
because of the precision required, takes 
as long as the actual cooking. 

Some products though prove more 
challenging than others when it comes to 
writing recipes—instant gravy granules, 
for example, do not immediately bring to 
mind any particularly original ideas! 

The home economics department are 
also frequently asked to provide serving 
suggestions for other such products as 
baked beans and frankfurters, lamb 
quick fries or party hot dogs. Strangely 
enough, often the more simple the 
product the more difficult it is to come up 
with a tasty and original recipe or 
attractive serving suggestion. 

Needless to say the department has 
its share of problems—which, after all, 
add spice to life!—such as in the case of 
the curdling semolina. 

Recipes were in the past required for 
rice packs and one suggestion was to 
combine semolina with dried fruit. An 
unfortunate member of the department 
spent a week sampling the recipe which 
although tasted wonderful would insist 
on curdling. Her efforts were rewarded 
eventually however and the recipe was 
launched. 

Some days bring requests for recipes 
using unusual products such as bean 
shoots or skimmed milk soft cheese, but 

no problem is insurmountable for this' 
resourceful team. 

A new recipe using a long standing or 
standard product'as one of its ingredients 
has been known to boost the flagging 
sales of that product. Recipes on egg 
packs, such as souffle, omelette and 
chocolate and almond Swiss roll have 
caused a definite increase in the sales of 
eggs. 

It is a credit to the department that 
over the past two years a minimum of one 
recipe for each day of the year has been 
produced, building up a bank of 
Sainsbury's own recipes, known novv 
throughout the country. 

It is of even greater credit when one 
realises that this is but one facet of the 
department's work. 

An aspect for which the department is 
well known company-wide is the prepara
tion of cooking samples for quality 
control. 

From pizzas and sausages to soups and 
baking mixes, everything is subjected to 
constant and intensive scrutiny. With all 
these products prepared consistently, 
some everyday, expert tasters can 
evaluate products in a comparative light. 
For this reason it is important that all 

cooking instructions are followed faith
fully to ensure that there is no variance in 
preparation methods from day to day. 

In this way JS can make sure suppliers 
are complying with the company's 
specifications and that standards are not j 
falling. | 

Next door to the kitchen there are 
three sampling rooms where tasting 
sessions begin on the dot of 10am and 
finish at 4pm. 

New products are also prepared here 
and buyers will sample the product to 
make sure it is to their liking. 

The department also cooks up 
customer complaints and at any one time 
will test many of the utensils and items of 
bakeware sold in the branches. 

On other occasions a buyer will want 
to test the length of time a product will 
retain its flavour and so will need to 
compare the taste of a product which is 
freshly made with that of one which has 
been kept for a while. 

The home economist in charge of this 
task will first discuss with the buyers what 
they want to find out from the test and 
will then formulate a questionnaire and 
organise the sensory panel. 

The panellists (200 in number) are 
selected from permanent staff in head 
office. They are chosen at random and 
do not have trained palates in any 
specific commodity (unlike buyers). 
Representing as nearly as possible the 
profiles of JS customers they help the 
company keep in touch with customers' 
requirements. 

The sensory panel may be asked to 
spot the difference between two pro
ducts when suppliers have just recently 
changed specifications, or to rank 
products in order of preference. 

On another occasion they might be 
asked to compare appearances, textures 
and colours. 

Normally 30 people taste the products 
in question (six people every half an 
hour) and then fill in the detailed 
questionnaire, the results of which are 
then analysed. 

Testing the immediate reaction to taste 
or appearance still often does not tell the 
home economics department about long 
term attitudes and usage of a product, so 
a consumer panel is called in. They will 
take a product home and try it over a 
more extended period. This particularly 
lends itself to toiletries, pet foods, 
cooking fats and the like. 

Keeping this complex department in 

I. Wendy Godfrey. 2. Janis Freshwater. 3. Valerie Johnson. 4. Shona Robertson. 
Front cover: (I to r) Roger Allford, Bill Yvanovich and Geoff Brady during a 

tasting session. 
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good working order are, at present, five 
members of staff headed by Wendy 
Godfrey, senior home economist. 

Valerie Johnson, assistant home 
economist, is in charge of devising all the 
thousands of recipes printed on the back 
of Sainsbury's products and their prepa
ration. Sue Burrows prepares and cooks 
all samples for quality control. 

Janis Freshwater, the longest standing 
member of the team assists Valerie and is 
in charge of special quality control. 

Shona Robertson, a junior scientist, 
organises the sensory panel and, last but 
not least, Kim Harris is technical assistant. 

Wendy, who was trained as a domestic 
science teacher, recently had her first JS 
cookbook published—Entertaining (JSJ 
December 1982). 'It took me about three 
months to put the book together' she 
commented. 'I used several of my own 
recipes, after all I have been cooking for 
the last 21 years, and also recalled a few 
delicious meals I had had out. 

'I cooked every recipe before actually 
sitting down and writing them up.' 

According to Wendy the cooking was 

enjoyable but when it came to actually 
writing the recipes 'I became unbearable' 
she commented. 

One or two recipes Wendy played with 
a little. For example, Turkey Tonnato is a 
variation of an Italian dish normally made 
with veal but Wendy decided to use turkey 
since it is cheaper and easier to come by. 

The main point made in this most 
successful book is that the golden rule of 
good entertaining is to be well prepared 
in advance. All recipes for this reason are 
easy to prepare and ingredients no 
problem to come by. 

Finally the 100 recipes were prepared 
by a freelance home economist and then 
snapped for the book by a well-known 
photographer. 

'Like the range of items sold at JS' 
commented Valerie, 'the work of the 
home economics department at head 
office is exciting and varied. For the last 
12 years, since it has been in existence, 
the department has been playing a big 
part in ensuring that the customer gets 
the best possible quality and value for 
money. The recipes will keep rolling too!' 
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